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Executive Summary
As part of the training activities for MixedEmotions, webinars play an important role in

the proper knowledge transmission to all potential users.

This document presents a detailed view of the MixedEmotions webinars which will take

place throughout the two years of project. It is the extension of the previous deliverable

D7.12 MixedEmotions Technology Webinar v1.

All  images  presented  in  the  document  are  actual  screenshots  taken  from  the  past

webinars,  both the business and the technical ones. They are shown to illustrate the

general tone of the presentations used in these webinars.
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Introduction

The  main  goal  of  the  training  work  package  is  as  follows:  “Potential  users  of  the

MixedEmotions platform should understand how they can benefit from it and be able to

use the platform to its full potential”.

In order to achieve this goal, the first step is to identify these potential users, and know

what are their expectations and potential benefits from MixedEmotions. Three different

user groups with different interests and goals have been segmented:

● Industrial users: their goal is to provide big data powered emotion analysis &

decision support for consumers, marketers, competitors or managers

● Service developers: they will be interested in developing new services using the

MixedEmotions  platform  for  multilingual  emotion  analysis  across  different

media/modalities

● Researchers:  they  want  to  learn  more  about  affective  computing,  semantic

technologies and big data

As for the training itself, two main types of activities have been planned:

● Web based activities: webinars

● Face to face activities: summer schools, hackathons, academic education

This document will present a detailed view of the webinars initiative. First we explain the

general webinars plan, and then we report the results of the webinars already held.
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Webinar’s presentation slide sample – Introduction
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Webinars - general plan

According to the potential MixedEmotions user segmentation, two different webinars will

be produced during the project:

● A  business  oriented  webinar,  which  will  present  the  business  context,

opportunities  and  practical  use  cases  of  emotion  processing  through  the

MixedEmotions platform. The platform itself will be briefly presented, and we will

talk about the three pilots that showcase the potential use of the platform in three

very different scenarios: brand reputation, social TV, and call centers

● A technical oriented webinar, which will present in detail the different modules

and libraries that conform the MixedEmotions platform, and will show developers

how to integrate MixedEmotions into their own big data based emotion analysis

projects.

Since  the  technical  details  will  only  be  totally  clear  during  the  second  year  of  the

MixedEmotions project, the business webinars were produced and presented first (from

month 14 onwards), while the technical webinars began in month 20.
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Webinar’s presentation slide sample – Presenting emotion categories

Business webinars report

Business user group

As potential  users interested in  the business side of  MixedEmotions,  27 high profile

company  and  organisation contacts  in  different  sectors  have  been  selected  and

contacted, from various countries such as the UK, Germany, Spain, Italy, USA, Ireland,

France  and  Czech  Republic.  The  group  is  well  diversified,  gathering  SMEs,

multinationals  as  well  as  academic  organizations,  and  coming  from  many  different

industry  sectors  such  as  Text  Analytics,  Brand  Reputation  Management,  Media

Recommendation, Public Broadcasting, Customer Relationship, Speech Processing,...
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Business webinar content

As  stated  before,  the  business  webinar  intends  to  present  the  business  context,

opportunities and practical use cases of emotion processing through the MixedEmotions

platform. It must present a high level view of the platform itself, and present also the

three  pilots  that  showcase  the  potential  use  of  the  platform  in  three  very  different

scenarios: brand reputation, social TV, and call centers.

The business webinar is an 80 slides very visual presentation, intended to be presented

in around 45 minutes. Slides are heavily based in audiovisual content, and light enough

to  be  easily  followed  and  understood  by  non-technical  users,  with  no  previous

knowledge of emotion analysis or big data.

Business webinar reception

The business webinar was held on two occasions:

● Thursday, May 26th at 12h CEST: 14 attendees, positive feedback from them

● Thursday, June 30th: 8 attendees

Webinar’s presentation slide sample – Explaining the Big Data technology
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Technical webinars report

To facilitate uptake and easy deployment of the platform, a webinar has been produced

providing  a  technical  overview  of  the  platform  technologies  and  implemented

capabilities. The webinar was held on January 26 and February 28 2017 with a further

webinar sessions planned for March 28. The sessions were recorded and will be made

freely available on Youtube by the end of the project.

Technical Webinar Aims

The MixedEmotions platform technical webinar has two main aims:

● Provide sufficient technical background for IT professionals to make an informed

decision on deploying the platform for their respective organisations.

● Provide a starting point for parties interested in actual deployment of the platform

or its components.

The webinar attempts to provide background information on the technical requirements

of the platform as well as an indication of its utility in the form of implemented analysis

capabilities and an example implemented analysis pipeline.

Webinar Reception

The webinar was advertised  on social media platforms such as LinkedIn, Twitter and

Research Gate,  to  several  large scientific  mailing  lists,  to  a list  of  industry  contacts

maintained  by  the  project and  on  our  web  page,  where  a  blog  entry  was  made

describing the webinar and as a central point of contact for the webinar.

# Country Organization Industry

1 Belgium MyForce Telecommunications

2 Czech Republic NLPforge IT, NLP

3 Czech Republic Dimension Data Consulting

4 Germany Opinionpark User Experience

5 India Indian Institute of Management Ranchi Education
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6 Ireland b-smark User Experience

7 Ireland IBM IT

8 Ireland UCD Research/Education

9 Ireland (unspecified) Advertising/Marketing/PR

11 Slovakia DataConcept IT Consulting

12 UK Adoreboard Emotion Analysis

12 UK Experto Crede Consulting

Companies that attended the Technical Webinar sessions

A total of 17 participants external to the project attended the first two sessions, with a

further 10 registrants who did not participate, but showed their interest in the webinar.

Above is a summary of the identifiable companies represented among attendees.

Participants were requested to complete a brief survey after each session. There were 5

survey respondents - their responses are detailed below.

Survey Respondents’ Occupation
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Survey Respondents’ Country

Valuable Toolbox

for extracting emotions 

and advanced analytics

I would recommend it

for extracting emotions and

doing advanced analytics
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Webinar a „satisfying

experience“

Survey Respondents’ Feedback

Webinar Content

The webinar presented the following main points:

1. An overview of the recommended deployment technologies.

2. An outline of the platform architecture when using those technologies.

3. A summary of implemented data analysis modules, noting the platform's flexibility

for inclusion of user supplied modules. 

4. An example data analysis pipeline from MixedEmotions pilot project on business 

reputation management. 

5. A live visualisation of analysis results from the presented pipeline. 

6. Three handouts: 
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a. A tutorial document with worked examples of principal platform 

capabilities.

b. The webinar slides.

c. A list of useful resources, links and contact details.

Webinar’s presentation slide – the platform architecture
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Summary and conclusions
The  MixedEmotions  business  webinar  for  industrial  users  leveraged dissemination

materials and actions. Two business webinars  were successfully organized, training a

total of 22 people.

The  MixedEmotions  technical  webinars  presented  an  overview  of  the  architecture,

deployment  and  technical  capabilities  of  the  MixedEmotions  platform.  Two technical

webinars have been presented, training a total of 17 people in the first two sessions, with

a final session scheduled at the end of the project.

The webinars’ feedback was very positive with numerous positive verbal responses and

very positive results of the user survey for the technical webinar.

Webinar’s presentation slide – Explaining the Call Centre’s Pilot
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